Block Sanding #1
If you want to look down the side of any section of your car or truck and find straight ripple free panels then this
booklet is fo you! We will show you how to achieve this step by step. Our project vehicle is a ‘65 GTO, but the
principles apply to any car or truck. Following these steps will enable you to create straight flawless panels. Once
you have completed your project using these techniques, everyone who sees your ride will know you did it and you
can shine with pride. We will also show you special techniques for concave/convex areas. One of the most important
steps is to let the block and sandpaper cut by themselves and not to press hard because this can cause the panel to
push away and your block will cut unevenly, leaving a wavy finished product. Most any flaw or hi and low spot cannot
be seen by the human eye if it is gradual over a 13 inch long area. Remember to always brush the dust off your
sandpaper very often to allow a consistent cut across the board and replace the sandpaper often for best results.
This is the 1st blocking booklet for novice/beginners, be sure and get our Body Blocking Pro booklet when you have
these techniques down.
25 PHOTOS

1. A ‘65 GTO, which will be used to demonstrate the
blocking techniques. Remember these same techniques apply to any body shape. For the most part
body fillers will be sanded with 40 grit. Primers 120180 then 320-400. At the 320 to 400 stage you then
wet down the panels with wax and grease remover
using clean paper towels. Once it is wet you sight
down the panel to see and mark the final remaining
flaws. You will need to finish off any primer with 600
when spraying base coat clear coat straight or
metallic paints.

Jeff holds the Super Sanders. On his left is the 32-inch one, on his
right is the 24-incher. The 32 has been retired by the MFG but the 24
is available and handles 100% of every thing you will need.

PHONE #s TO ORDER ARE LISTED ON LAST PAGE
A 3M 17 inch and 8 inch block is available at any auto paint
store. These blocks will also give you good results because the
human eye cannot see a flaw that is gradual over a 13 inch area.

3. These are Hutchins Radius blocks. One is for
larger areas and one is for smaller contours, thus
the difference in shape. Another radius block is
available for even wider contours should your project
call for it. You can make your own radius sanding
blocks using PVC TUBING with vinly upholstry “spray
glued” to them. PVC tube is available in 1/2 to 3 inch
o.d. at any hardware store.

4. As we start on the hood, we used the 24-inch
Super Sander because the GTO is flat in this area,
with a little contour. Note: In many instances the
blocking will be done in 10-stroke crisscross (or X)
patterns. Make sure to follow the arrows for each
step. When block sanding it helps to spray a mist
coat of black krylon over the area being sanded.
This enables you to easily see the high and low
spots to determine if more blocking is needed.
Block until the highs are brought down to the lows
providing you do not hit metal first. Always stop
when you hit any bare metal. Tap it down lightly or
add more primer filler. Then block sand again.

5. We are using the 17-inch block from 3M to do
the areas such as the drop off of the hood (follow
arrows). Do not apply too much pressure to the
block; let it glide with its own weight.

6. Use the small radius block in the contour
where the hood is raised into the hood scoop.
Use a rocking motion forward and backward
moving 1 inch at a time from the front to the back
of the scoop after each stroke.

7. As we move to the rear of the GTO, we took
the 24-inch Super Sander and placed it below the
main line of the quarter panel. Right below the
GTO emblem you can see how this block is being
used in the correct direction, and how it fits on
this flat area (in back of the rear tire).

8. Now use the short 6-inch block in front of the
rear tire.

9. Use the large radius block by Hutchins
on the rear wheelwell lips. Once again,
follow the direction indicated by the arrows.
Keep your strokes smooth and effortless
never stiff or pushing the panel.

10. On the door we used the 24-inch
block by Super Sander. Make sure the
block makes contact with the body evenly
and that there are no spaces between the
body and the sandpaper from edge to edge.
Obviously you can still get good results with
a shorter block but use at least a 17 inch
3M for large panels.

11. Follow these arrows for blocking the
door. Criss Cross motions even out the
panel for a perfect finish.

12. Do the area below the main line using
the same block. Again, follow the arrows.
ten strokes each.

13. Take the 17-inch block and do the
lowest part of the door, where there is a
slight but gradual concave shape. Make
sure you are blocking flat.

14. Take the smallest radius block and
carve out the shape in the side. This block
was designed to finesse the panel by
rolling the block from one side of the
sandpaper to the other. or rocking/rolling
the block in motion. Remember, build your
own with pvc if needed.

14. Go back to the quarter panel. On the
flat area, use the 24-inch block and do the
whole face of the main side panel of the
quarter. Following the arrows, make 10
passes in a crisscross pattern, and then
two straight passes to slice the material
best.

16. Go above the top of the quarter panel
and use the very small radius block. You
can see the area needs to be dished out to
give it a smooth look. Follow the arrows
by using the rocking method. moving
forward 1 inch at a time with each stroke.

17. On the front fender, move the 24-inch
block in the direction of the arrows. This
will make the fender quite smooth.

18. Here we are using the large radius
block to carve out the front fender
wheelwell. Follow the arrows.

19. On the top of the fenders, use the
large radius block and carve out the tops.
Roll the block back and forth in the
direction of the arrows, moving it forward
1 inch every time you make a full stroke.

20. Use the same block on the other side
of the fender edge. Block right up to the
line but do not go over it. Use a soft,
flexible hand pad to blend all areas together, including the edges. We Used the
Motor Guard Holy Terror, which is a soft,
two-sided pad.

21. On the trunk you should use
the small radius block because it is
concave slightly. Follow the arrows
and stay off the edges.

22. Use the 17-inch flat block on the drop
off of the trunk lid. This is a very neglected
area on most projects so work yours
thoroughly. This way all the panels will be
show quality.

23. On the face of the trunklid, turn the
block on an angle and slice the panel from
the front to the back, as seen in the
photo.

24. Reverse the block and go over it gain in
the same direction. Remember to block the
same number of times. This will even it out
making it flat and level.

25. Go over the top of the quarter panel with the
large radius block right off the decklid. After you
have blocked every portion of the car with the
correct block and in the correct direction, you
should have a smooth, even work area to complete the restoration. We use the Holy Terror Hand
Pad from Motor Guard with 320 to 400 grit to sand
the entire body. SUPER SANDER BLOCKS
Phone #612-771-5581 / 612-455-2254
Body Filler Evercoat RAGE,
Primers Evercoat Slick Sand #2244
Dupont Euro Prime
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1. Did you have any difficulty downloading or viewing our booklets?
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2. Was Restoreityourself.com easy to navigate?
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